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Abstract
Past applications of artificial intelligence techniques to
shop floor control tasks arc reviewed. In the area of
resource allocation in distributed manufacturing D’stems,
the issue of resource reconfiguration is identified as a
neglected problem. A game theoretic planning model
suitable for use in a distributed shop floor control
environment is introduced.
Autonomous machine
controllers consult the planning model to e~tluate
reconfiguration decisions as the controlled machine
resource becomesidle. The results of the evaluation, an
equilibrium play of the setup game describing the
reconflguration
decision,
dictate any resource
rcconfiguratious undertaken by the machinecontroller.
Introduction
While the emergence of Agile and rapid response
manufacturing environments demands fle~ble and
adaptable production facilities, the cost and complexity
associated with developing shop floor control software
using conventional
techniques has hindered the
capabilities and implementation of integrated shop floor
control systems. As information rich environments in
which individual problems and entities are confounded
with one another, where large problem size prevents the
application of global optimization procedures, and where
unexpected events and system disturbances are common
place, manufacturing shop floor environments mirror the
challenges found in other large scale systems. In other
domains, particularly in artificial
intelligence, the
difficulty of managing large scale engineering ~.~
has encouraged the development of decentralized and
distributed procedures for system management. While
similar trends are evidenced in recent manufacturing
systems research, a comprehensiveset of tools does not yet
exist for distributed control of a shopfloor em’ironments.
This paper looks at howdeveloped and emergingartificial
intelligence techniques mapinto the domainof distributed
shop floor control, identLfyingthe parallels and differences

between the original AI and current manufacturing
applications. Wefind that for low level tasks AI planning
techniques provide good coverage of the problems to be
solved, but that the mannerin which to apply specific
techniques becomes less clear as the scope of the
considered problem stretches to include issues of system
wide performance. Often this problem derives from
characteristics of the shop floor control domainwhichare
not encountered in the original application. However,in
somecases important long range issues have not been well
addressed for distributed environments. Weident~’ one
such issue, production resource reconfiguration, which is
essential to the operation of manufacturingfacilities and
propose a game theory based planning frameworksuitable
for implementation in a distributed shop floor control
ensironment.

Shop Floor

Control

Shop floor control systems must address diverse problems
ranging from the allocation of production resources and
the error free coordination of physical actions to the
scheduling of maintenance and the replenishment of
consumable resources. These problems must be solved
simultaneously for multiple parts and multiple resources
in the face of uncertainty caused by machine failures,
transport delays, tool breakage and other disturbances.
Giventhese difficulties it isn’t surprising that empirical
surveys(Ranta & Tchijm, 1990) find most flexible
manufacturing
systems to be small in size,
unsophisticated, and ironically inflexible in the face of
change.

Traditional Shop Floor Control
Traditional approaches decomposethe shop floor control
problem by implementing hierarchical
control
architectures(Dilts,
Boyd, & Whorms1991), propagating
control decisions down a hierarchy of tightly bound
controllers and percolating shop floor status information
McDonnell
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responsibilities fall into three categories: planning,
scheduling, and execution (Joshi. Wysk.& Jones 1990).
Informally, planning activities determine what tasks
should be performed, scheduling orders the tasks to be
performed, and execution implementsthe identified tasks.
With the master-slave relationships characteristic of
hierarchical architectures the planning and scheduling
capabilities of controllers close to the shop floor are often
emasculated, replaced by direction from superior
controllers in the hierarchy.

a
convolution of system wide effects. The demarcation
between levels of control in hierarchical environments
mirrors the divisions in the frcquency domain of shop
floor events: the lowest levels in the control hierarchy
addressed the highest frequent" events while higher levels
in the hierarc~" are able to address lowfrequencyissues.

Distributed Shop Floor Control
Problems with the rapid increase in system cost and
software complexity with tile numberof machines in the
~’stem (Ayrcs 1992), concerns about fault tolerance
hierarchical systems (Duffle, Chitturi & Mou1988), and
Events Time Scale Technologies
the difficulties of modifying systems once built (Crowc
1992)(Duffle 1990) have prompted tile developmeut
MRP
Master Plan
Days
distributed heterarchical approachesfor shop floor control.
Duffle. an early proponent of heterarchical manufacturing
Gantt Chart
architectures,
suggested several principles
for
Hours
Failure
decomposinga shop floor control ~’stem into autonomous
Stochastic Models
entities including the elimination of master/slave
...........................................................................
relationships betweenentities, local retention of locally
Replenishment
Dispathcing Rules
Routing
generated information, and the establishment of delayed
Minutes
Auctions
Coordination
as opposed to permanent relationships between entities.
Automata
Operation
While control entities
should be predisposed to
Petri Nets
cooperation
with
other
control
entities in the system, the’
Seconds
should not assumethat any other entities will be available
Sub Task
NC Program
or willing to cooperate. Time-critical decisions and
responses should be in the domainof individual entities
SubSecond
and entities shouldn’t rely upon global knowledge to
Process Sensing
PID Control
formulateactions.
Motor Control
Decompositionof a control D’stem according to Duffie’s
Figure !
principles typically finds individual control entities
Shop Floor Events
associated with individual parts, with individual
processing resources, and with support information
processes(Duffle 1990). Similar approaches to controller
As noted by Kimemia and Gershwin (Kimemia
decomposition can be found in so called "egalitarian"
Gershwin1983) and illustrated in Figure 1, the ~’ents and
control structures(Tchako et al. 1994). "responsibilitybased" manufacturing (Adamides 1995). and the
tasks which must be accounted for in planning occur at
vaD~ngfrequencies. The highest frequency events are
simulation studies of Shaw(Shaw1987), Male)." (Maley),
those associated with physical operations on a part,
Upton(Upton 1992). and Lin(Lin & Solberg, 1992).
followed ~" events associated with resource allocation.
Under such an approach control entities arc responsible
changes in setups and reconfiguration of production
for individually arranging solutions to local problemsboth
resources ~. machinefailures, and finally the production
through execution of actions within the local domainof
planning horizon of the facility. High frequencyevents are
control and also through short term arrangements ~ith
subject to local disturbances (i.e. tool breakage, execution
other control entities with necessaw skills and/or
delays) and are often confined to individual entities while
resources. Auction algorithms akin to the Contract Net
proposed by Davis and Smith(Davis & Smith 1983) are
often used to arrange tcmporaD’ cooperation between
~ln Gershwin’soriginal decomposition, changes in setup
entities in the system
occurred at the highest frequent’ and were considercd
negligible events. Howeverin systems without perfectly
flexible machineD’
this isn’t the case.
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entities are modular and smaller in scope, sof~tre
complexityand cost is reduced as well. However,it should
be noted that a system of heterarchical controllers must
address the same issues addressed in hierarchical systems.
including the planning, scheduling, and execution of low
frequency, events such as set up changes and responses to
machinefailures. Without centralized entities to analyze
and enforce globally optimized action, these events maybe
difficult to address. To date these issues have not been
adeqnateb’ addressed in the context of distributed
mannfacturmgsystems with autonomouscontrollers.

AI and the Shop Floor

Control

Concepts and techniques derived from work in artificial
intelligence
have been applied to a wide range of
applications related to shop floor control. The following
discussion provides a sample of AI techniques applied to
shop floor control activities. For well defined tasks, these
techniques provide a complete coverage of the problem.
Howeveras the scope of the problem increases to include
issues of system level resource management,the mapping
of AI techniques onto shop floor control isn’t completely"
specified.

Application

of AI Techniques

Traditional nonlinear planning tools have successfully
been applied to problems such as low level operation
sequencing
(Shaw’
1987)
and
assembly
planning(Kokkinaki
& Valavanis. 1995). In these
applications, sequencesof atomic activities are constructed
to take a problemfrom a well defined initial state to a well
defined goal state. Generally the control entity
constructing the plan has complete control ove~ the
specification
or implementation of the plan and
disturbances to the task occur within the domain of
influence of the controller.
Contract Net type auction protocols (Davis &Smith 1983)
have found wide use as an effective mechanism for
distributing production tasks to production resources in
distributed and heterarchical
environments (Panmak
1988) (Shaw 1987) (Upton 1992). These applications
considered an abstraction of the resource allocation
problem in flexible manufacturing, focusing on the
allocation of primary production resources (machines).
this level of abstraction, the problemof resource allocation
is strongly analogous to the problemof allocating jobs in
distributed computing environments(Ferguson" Yemeni
Nikolau 1988)(Litzkow, Livny & Mutka 1988) and system

(Waldspurger, et al. 1992)(Hogg& Huberman1991).
Simulation studies (Upton 1992) of auctioning algorithms
indicate robust performance with auction based resource
allocation, but it is still unclear how,to properly specify
the goals of individual entities and hob’ best to assign and
supply the secondary, resources (i.e. tooling, fixturing)
required for production. As detailed in the following
section, closer inspection of the problemreveals important
differences betweenthe problemof resource allocation in
the original distributed
computing domain and the
proposed shop floor domain.
The advent of agent based systems prca, ides another
examplein which AI technologies provide inspiration for
research in shop floor control. However,at the present
stage of developmentit is unclear hob. to best apply agent
technologies to the shop floor. Whileostensibly attuned to
agent based principles, the implementationsreferenced in
the secondsection are different than systems inspired I~."
DAImulti-agent architectures (Jennings 1995)(Berry
Kumara.1995). In the first instance, controllers with
planning, scheduling, and execution abilities act as
’agents’ while in the case of ’multi-agent’ architectures
agents have capabilities focused upon solving a specific
class of problem. For instance, individual agents mayhe
responsible for path planning, plan implementation,
information retriewal, learning, or momioring of the
environment. It is conceivable that the sameagent maybe
used to plan paths for all of the parts in the system. In any
case, manyquestions remain regarding how to decompose
planning and scheduling analysis to take ach, antage of the
distributed nature of agent based systems and to avoid the
problems of complexity and tractability which undermine
com-entionalapproachesto shop floor control.

Contrast of Resource Allocation Problems
The case of resour~ allocation illustrates the differences
which often arise between original domains of AI
applications and the domainof shop floor control. At an
abstract level the analogy between CPUallocation in
distributed
computing environments and machine
allocation on the shop floor is valid, but at a moredetailed
level the analogy is incomplete. As depicted in Figure 2.
computing and manufacturing environments differ in the
capabilities of system resources, the prerequisites to
processing, ease of job transportation, and the frequency
and duration associated with processing events.
In computingem~ronmentscapabilities of processors are
generic. Though processing power and speed may vary.
McDonnell
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foreseeable tasks and there is little pertain for switching
between classes of jobs. In contrast, manymanufacturing
environments are characterized ~’ processors with
specialized capabilities. While flexible machine tools
exist, there is a cost associated with changing from one
class of job to another.
Flexibility
High
:::::::::::::::?:::::::
::::i:::>::>::
::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::>::
::::::::#?:%::::
::::::::::::
::::~
Low
Transport

As noted in the previous section, resource reconfiguration
is an important issue in the management
of manufacturing
~stems which has not been well addressed for distributed
environments. Weconsider a heterarchical D’stem in
which individnal machines must make reconfiguratiou
decisions independently, where machine entities can’t
explicitly coordinate their actions, and where the benefit
of a given configuration is a function of the demandas
well as the configuration of the other machines in the
~stem.

Fast
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Slow

Whenresources have flexible capabilities which can be
Event Time
reconfigured at somecost, entities controlling resources
are confronted with a strategic decision regarding which
Short
~iiii:::...wi.i!:~i:i!:::i.i::~.~.:.;.:i.~:.:;:::::::::::.::::i.!.:!:::::;;.::::::;::~i:~.i..~.i::~.i::.:.:.::.::::.~:.:
~Long
configuration to select. Switching betweenconfigurations
Computing
is an expensive, time consumingtask and the utility of a
Shop Floor
specific configuration is a fimction of the demandfor the
configuration as well as the nature of the configurations
Figure 2
selected by other resources in the ~’stem Under our
Shop Floor and ComputingContrasts
approach, a machineenti~" uses a gametheoretic modelof
the ~’stem to evalnate whether to maintain the existing
configuration or to change to a newconfiguration. Given
In networked computing environments transportation of
the desire to maintain the independence of machine
jobs from one site to another is eas3’. While congestion
controllers,
the set up decision is modeled as a
mat’ delay the transmission of a job from one site to
noncooperative
game. When confronted
with an
another, failures of the transmission may be readily
opportuni~" to change configurations,
tim machine
detected and may be corrected ~" reinitiating
the
controller constructs and evaluates a gamebased upon its
transmission of the job. In manufacturing environments,
perception of the current ~’stem configuration. The action
transport of resources maytake significant amounts of
to be taken is defined by the selected equilibrium solution
time and disturbance to the transportation task maynot be
of the game.
detectable at either the origin or the destination of the
transport task.
Application of Game Theory
In computing environments, decision making is under
Gametheow is a collective term describing a set of
strong timing constraints. Extensive optimization of
analytical tools used to analyze the behavior of decision
routing decisions maynot be possible due to the volumeof
makingentities in environments where the objectives and
traffic which must be considered and the short processing
decisions of individual decision makersinteract. In the
times associated with man)’ jobs. Though shop floor
parlance of game theory, a ’game’ represents a decision
control decisions are subject to morecomplexconstraints,
makingsituation and is characterized by a set of decision
more time may be devoted to individnal allocation
makers (players) each of whomhave a set of feasible
decisions due to the longer processing times and lower
decisions (strategies) and individual preferences over the
frequencyof events at individual machines.
outcome of the game. In general, game theow is used to
modelsituations in which individuals don’t have complete
In short the problem of resource allocation
in
control over the outcomeof the gameyet possess enough
manufacturing environments is more complex than the
influence to alter results throughindividual action.
analogous problem considered in distributed computing
environmeuts. However,the timing constraints placed on
The goal of game theoretic analysis is to describe how
"real time’ resource allocation decisions are not as strict as
rational decision makers should act in the decision
those encountered in distributed computingenvironments.
making situation modeled ~’ the game. ’Solutions’ to a
gametake the form of equilibrium plays, combinations of
feasible decisions such that no decision maker has the
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decisionsof the other players. Theconceptof equilibrimn
developed, the Nash equilibrium is the k~" solution
concept. Mathematically,
a set of strategies
play mapswell into domainswhere autonomousagents
makedecisions accordingto local goals. In formulatinga
(al*,a2*...aN*) which constitute a Nash equilibrium
proposed action, gametheoretic analysis distinctly
satis~- the following
set of inequalities:
accounts for the likely actions and reactions of other
agents in the systemwithoutrequiringexplicit interaction
(2)Ui(O(a
l*,.-,ai*,aN*))> Ui(O(a
l*,..,ai,aN*))
betweenthe agents involved in the game. Furthermore,
fori=l..N
andaj¯ Aj
engineering systemsprovide a goodenvironmentfor the
application of gametheory. Whileone must hypothesize
The ai iin the above expression maybe replaced by oc
about the ratiouality of humandecision makersor the
wherecti representsa randomization
over a feasible subset
manner in which an agent selects between multiple
of ai in Aiandis referredto as a mixedstrategy,.
equilibria in human~,stems, the designer of an
engineering system can embedmtioual decision making
into agents, can dictate policies for selecting equilibria
Set Up GameDescription
and can managethe distribution and use of knowledge.As
Thegamesituation to he consideredin this paper models
shopfloor control systemsare closed, one neednot g~rry
an em4ronment
in whichseveral uncorrelatedjob streams
aboutthe ’morals’andintentions of entities in the system
areserviced
byseveral
identical, reconfigurablemachines.
(Rosenschein1994).
Basedupona local perception of the environment,the
machinesmust autonomously
determinewhento initiate a
changeof setup. Asillustrated in Figure3, the machines
GameDefinition and Solution
are managedindependentlyand mayonly service a single
A gamemaybe described in either Normalor Extensive
job stream at a time. In cases wherethe numberof job
form. Normalformrepresentations modela situation as a
streams outnumbersthe numberof servers and cases in
single set of simultaneousdecisions while ExtensiveForm
which
system
parameters
fluctuate, steady,state analysis
is
representations include a topology" describing the
inappropriate
forsystem
control
d~namicsof a sequential decision makingprocess. In the
most basic NormalFormsituation, whereplayers makea
single set of simultaneousdecisions, a gameGis defined
Job Streams
as an 5 tnple:
/~
?~1
~
(1) g = G(P.A,C,O,U)
whereP is a set of players Pl,--.PN
Ais a set of feasible strategies availableto
players
C is a set of Consequences
or outcomesof
the game
~]
Machines
O is a function, O:AIxA2x..AN-->C,
whichmapsplayer’s actions onto outcomes
of the game
Figure 3
Uis a set of preferencefunctions. U1--.UN,
Setup GameScenario
whichorder the outcomesof the gamefor
eachplayer.
Machinesare faced with a reconfigurationdecision every
time the machine becomes idle. Uponcompletion of
Eachplayer pieP has a an associated set of strategies or
processing, a machinecontroller instantiates a Normal
actions, Ai_A,and ai represents the strategy selected
formgameto describethe current status of the shopfloor.
fromAi by player Pi.
Players in the gamerepresent machinesin the system,and
the strategies open to players are the set of feasible
processing configurations. As maintainingthe existing
Gametheory predicts that rational players shouldselect a
setupis a feasiblestrategy,the set of strategiesavailableto
combinationof strategies such that no player has an
playersis neverempty.
individualincentive to deviate. Thestrategy selected by a
playeris a best responseto the strategies selectedby other
players in the game. Thoughseveral variations and
McDonnell 125
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of and projected demandfor servicing the job streams in
the system, from the existing configuration of machinesin
the system, and from the costs associated with changing
setups. The payoffs represent the discounted long term
costs and benefits of the setup decisions. The quality of
decisions is impacted by the metric chosen for measuring
cost as well as the accuracy, with whichthe long term costs
of a decision arc measured. Howe’er, ,as discussed in
greater detail below, it is difficult to accurately and
efficiently derive these long term payoffs.
A Normal form representation doesn’t fully capture the
dynamicsof tile shopfloor situation: in rcalip," a lnachine
will not be reconfiguring to the selected configuration for
the remainder of service. However,a complete extensive
form representation is far too complexto be dynamicall.v
created and evaluated. Furthermore, in the event of a poor
decision, the machinemat’ recover at the next evaluation
cycle by evaluating a new game model based upon the new
state of the s3,.’stem. In effect the ~’cle of process.
¢~’aluation, and setup implements a form of feedback
control on the Dstem.

Execution of the Setup Game Model
As illustrated in Figure 4, cxccution of a reconfiguration
decision using the setup gamemodeloccurs in four stages:
model initialization,
model evaluatiun, equilibrium
selection, and decision implementation. The first stagc
involves the creation of a setup game to represent the
current state of the ~’stem. Payoffs maybe derived from
anal,vtical expressions, heuristics or, as described in the
following subsection, from a long term planning model.
The second stage of the procedure involves solving the
setup gameto find a set of feasible equilibria. In the
present stage of development, only systems with two
parallel machines are considered for cvahiation. As a
result, the Lemke-Howsonalgorithm (Lemke 1965)
used to generate a complete set of feasible equilibria as
candidate solutions for the game. In the third stage of
operation, players must select a single equilibrium for
implementation. For the approach to be successful both
machinesmust consistently select a single equilibrium of
the gamefor implementation. The procedure is completed
by. physically implementingthe course of action suggested
by the gamedecision.
System Control
Figure 5 illustrates the control of a systemusing a simple
version of the set up gamemodel. The system consists of
three independent job streams and two individual
machines.
In this case. machines evaluatc
a
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the
payoffs in the gameby assuminga constant arrival rate of
workto each of the job streams and accounting for only a
single reconfiguration decision by each machineover the
planning horizon. In the case illustrated in Figure 5.
intcrarrival
times and service times of jobs follow
exponential distributions. The average arrival rates for
streams 1, 2. and
I

Evaluation

f

] Candidate
Equilibria~ I[

Normal Form Game
I
]Initialization

]

Recodgumtion

RCq~Mac~ler

Selection

i

I

Str~egy
[Implementation]
[
Recomfiguration

,~isi°n

Figure 4
Setup GameImplementation
three are 0.1 jobs/rain.. 0.08 jobs/min, and 0.05/min.
respectivel,v. Averageserx.ice times for jobs in streams 1.
2. and 3 are 6.67 min., 8.33 min. and 14.3 rain.
respectively. 6 minutes are required to changeto setup 1.
10 minutes are required to change to setup 2. and 5
minutes are required to change to setup 3. As can be seen
from the figure, serviec continucs on the tended job
streams until the backlog of work in the untended job
stream begins to cross a threshold, at which time a
reconfiguration of one of the machinesis initiated.

Long Term Planning Model Approach
While the heuristic approach described in the prc~’ious
subsection is desirable from the standpoint that games
may be rapidly initialized,
it may be subject to poor
decisions due to inaccuracies in the model. Inaccuracies
arise from the difficult’ of specifying long term costs of
actions and the myopic nature of a single stage normal
form representation which ignores the dynamicnature of
decision making. To address this deficient,,
we arc
investigating the development of a long term planning
modelto support the specification of setup games.
The planning model is designed as a backgroundprocess
to run concurrent with the machine controller. As the
planning modeloperates, it continuously refines estimates
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System Control Underthe Setup GameModel
of the discounted long term expected cost of entering
different states of the system. Whenconfronted with a
reconfiguration decision, the machine controller
instantiates a normal form set up gamebased uponthe
current cost estimates of the long term planning model
and follows a procedureanalogous to that described in
section on the executionof the setup gamemodel.
Asthe costs fromthe long termplanningmodelreflect the
long term expectedcost of enteringa state, includingthe
contributions of future transitions out of the state, the
estimates accountfor both the immediateand the future
decisionsof machines.This approachis similar to the use
of sub gameperfection in solving extensive form games.
In this case. the costs of early decisionsin an extensive
formgametree are calculated by baclovardssubstitution of
the equilibrium solutions of ’child’ subganmsfor the
payoffsof alternativesin the ’parent’game.
Theplanningmodelestimates the stationary expectedcost
of enteringanyof the discrete states of the system.For the
purposesof the planuingmodel,the systemstate space is
defined ~, the Cartesian productof backloggedjob stream
demand
and the feasible configurationsof machinesin the
system. Transitions betweenstates in the planningmodel
are defined by the arrival rate of newjobs, the service
rates of machinesin the system,the reconfigurationrates
of machines in the system, and the reconfiguration
decisionsof the machinecontrollers for each state in the
planning model.

Assuming that the true cost of transitioning to
neighboring states are known, the expected
reconfigurationdecisionsfor machinecontrollers in each
state of the modelcan be calculated by evaluatinga game
associated with the state. The selected equilibrium
solution of the gamedescribes the prubability that each
machinewill reconfigureto a newset up conditionedupon
the ability of a decision makingopportunity.However,
the
true costs of entering neighboringstates are unknown
and
mustthemselvesbe estimated.
In an approachsimilar to value iteration algorithmsand
the Real TimeDynamicProgrammingmethod described
by Barto et al.(Barto, Bradtke, & Singh1995), the long
term planningmodelimprovesestimates of state costs by
iteratively evaluatingandupdatingthe cost estimates of
states in the system model. At the beginning of each
planningiteration, wherea planningiteration is defined
as the period betweenreconfigurationdecisions, the long
term planning model begins with an estimate of the
stationary expectedcost of being in a given state. The
planning modeliteratively evaluates each state in the
model, updating the cost estimate for the state ~"
reformulatingand reevaluatingthe setup gameassociated
with the state usingthe current discountedcost estimates
of neighboring states. As the reevaluation process
continuesthe quality of the cost estimatesimproveas does
the qualiwof the reconfigurationdecisionsthemselves.
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Wehave reviewed the application of several AI techniques
to problemsof shop floor control and found that at higher
levels the problem of control is not comprehensively
addressed.
In particular
x~e idcnti~ resource
recon-figuration
as a problem which has not been
adequately addressed for distributed shop floor control
environments. A game theoretic approach to resoh’ing
reconfiguration decisions is introduced as a suitable
approach for distributed and agent based emironments.
Payoffs for setup games may either be derived from
approximationsof long term decision costs or from a long
term planning model which iteratively develops improved
estimates of long term expected cost at different states m
the ss"stem.
Thoughthe long term planning model is computationall.v
intensive, the low frecluenc)’ of reconfiguration decisions
at individual machines suggests that the long term
planning model will have adequate time to improve cost
estimates between reconfiguration decisions. Furthermore
in systems in which the D’stemstate exhibits slow drift.
each planning iteration can build upon and improve the
cost estimates generated by previous planning iterations.
Finally, the computational burden may be lessened by
concentrating evaluations on states within a given
neighborhoodof the current systemstate.
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